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1. INTRODUCTION
 
Synoptic meteorology, the near real-time analysis and
 
prediction of atmospheric conditions, is commonplace through­
out the world. The taking and collection of observations,
 
both at the surface and in the upper air, is efficiently
 
organized under the auspices of the World Meteorological
 
Organization. Virtually every nation contributes conventional
 
atmospheric observations through a multi-nation collection
 
effort, while satellites, buoys, and automatic weather stations
 
contribute even further to global atmospheric data coverage.
 
However, with the exception of surface parameters such
 
as surface temperatures and sea state, the collection of
 
synoptically useful oceanographic observations is still rela­
tively sporadic and limited in scope. Ponsequently, systema­
tic synoptic analysis and prediction of subsurface mass and
 
motion structure is not practiced routinely anywhere to a
 
significant extent. Synoptic oceanography, therefore, has not
 
achieved a dynamic and progressive character.
 
It is clear that without a planned, orderly, and spatially
 
logical flow of synoptically useful data, no synoptic oceano­
graphy is possible. It is further evident that without a
 
comprehensive and well designed observational network, no such
 
synoptic data flow is feasible. The purpose of this paper,
 
therefore, is to demonstrate the existing need for synoptic
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subsurface observations, giving special attention to the
 
requirements of meteorology; to assess the current state of
 
synoptic oceanographic observations; and to present a prelim­
inary design for the Basic Observational Network (BON) needed
 
to fulfill the minimum needs of synoptic meteorology and
 
oceanography.
 
It will be seen that there is an existing critical need
 
for such a network in the support of atmospheric modeling and
 
operational meteorological prediction, and that through
 
utilization of the regional water mass concept an adequate
 
observational system can be designed which is realistic in
 
terms of cost and effort.
 
The purpose of IGOSS is defined as providing more exten­
sive and timely information on the state of the ocean and
 
its interaction with the atmosphere. IBON (IGOSS Basic Obser­
vational Network) is a co-ordinated systematic approach to
 
the observing system needed in order to meet the IGOSS ob3ec­
tive, and IBON initially will be the minimum useful network
 
in terms of spatial and temporal density and the accuracy of
 
observation. The IGOSS System thus involves a full range of
 
physical variables describing the state of the ocean and the
 
air-sea energy exchange.
 
The immediate ob3ective is to obtain a minimum set of
 
surface and sub-surface temperature data on a regular basis
 
with time and space scales necessary to define the major
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features of the world oceans and to support synoptic meteor­
ology. Special attention will be given to providing support
 
to FGGE when the ocean data requirements of that programme
 
are defined. IBON will later be expanded to include the mea­
surement of other parameters as measuring techniques, instru­
ments and resources become available.
 
A further important purpose of IBON is to stimulate and
 
facilitate the research work necessary to improve the accura­
cy and extent of oceanographic and related environmental
 
measurement, analysis and prediction. Such improvement should
 
enable the consequences of environmental modification co be
 
assessed. In particular, special experiments such as FGGE
 
will later show whether or not IBON is an optimum observing
 
system, and may contribute to design modifications as required.
 
IBON can be considered as an important contribution to
 
the U.N. Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS), as
 
it will provide information on a regular basis for assessment
 
of the state of the ocean and its effect on weather and cli­
mate, as well as for interpretation of pollution monitoring
 
data.
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2. 	 THE EXISTING REQUIREMENT FOR SYSTEMATIC SYNOPTIC
 
COLLECTION OF SUBSURFACE OBSERVATIONS
 
Historically, and even now, a considerable segment of
 
the oceanographic community has had little requirement for
 
synoptic (real-time) oceanography, and therefore has no need
 
for synoptic collection of subsurface observations. An
 
advance in the science of predictive oceanography is possible
 
only with establishment of a synoptic subsurface observational
 
capability such as will be proposed below.
 
In the short run, the strongest demand for synoptic
 
collection of subsurface observations will come from two
 
groups: synoptic meteorologists., who need to improve real-time
 
atmospheric prediction through better treatment of heat and
 
moisture transfer at the air/ocean interface, and fisheries
 
experts, who want to improve and better estimate catch and
 
maximum yield.
 
The growing recognition of the importance of air/ocean
 
exchange processes has stemmed from recent rapid advances
 
in numerical weather prediction. In our opinion, this factor
 
is the strongest existing stimulus for both systematic syn­
optic collection of subsurface observations and for the de­
velopment of a dynamic synoptic oceanography. Consequently,
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the paragraphs below will discuss in greater detail the
 
existing synoptic meteorological requirement for a synoptic
 
sub-surface observational capabiiity.
 
2.1 Routine Synoptic Coverage
 
Global numerical weather prediction is now being
 
carried out at several national centers. Most global pre­
diction models lose skill at about 4-8 hours due to several
 
deficiencies: incomplete physics, insufficient horizontal/
 
vertical resolutions, and improper specification of initial
 
conditions. Recent experiments by Bengtsson, Laevastu, and
 
others indicate that improved treatment of air/ocean transfer
 
of heat and moisture is absolutely essential if accurate
 
atmospheric prediction is to be extended to 5-10 days.
 
Laevastu is now conducting tests which demonstrate rapid
 
baroclinic development in an initially zonal atmosphere with
 
heat/moisture flux from a modeled continent-ocean-continent
 
configuration with realistic surface temperature gradients.
 
Advanced, operational atmospheric prediction
 
models do take into account the flow of heat and moisture
 
from the ocean surface into the atmosphere. They usually
 
utilize a recent sea surface temperature analysis (or even
 
a climatological sea surface temperature field) as an
 
anchor. However, they invariably keep the sea surface temp­
erature constant during the forecast period - that is,
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there is no transfer of energy from the atmosphere to the
 
ocean.
 
Since the atmospheric prediction models are not
 
truly coupled to the ocean, the effects of mechanical and
 
thermal mixing on the ocean heat reservoir are unknown.
 
The upper-ocean thermal structure (in the absence of any
 
synoptic observations) can thus remain unchanged for days.
 
An intense, but shallow, transient thermocline can appear
 
or disappear undetected, thus making it entirely possible
 
that the air/sea temperature difference used in heat flux
 
computations is of the wrong sign. Since the average air/
 
sea temperature difference over the oceans is on the order
 
of 1-2c C, inadequate knowledge of the upper thermal structure
 
and how it is changing is a severe limitation. One could
 
ask, "What djiference does it make if a truly coupled model
 
is not used for environmental prediction?" Eventually,
 
atmospheric models will have to be at least semi-coupled;
 
that is, the gross upper-ocean changes due to atmospheric
 
changes must be taken into account. Without synoptic sub­
surface observations, modelers will not know whether or rot
 
their interaction algorithms are functioning properly.
 
The use of climatological mean temperatures can
 
be particularly misleading. In some ocean areas, the near­
surface thermal changes over a 3-day period are of the same
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magnitude as mean changes from one month to the next. If
 
atmospheric prediction models are to incorporate hourly
 
values of heat, moisture and momentum flux, then the sub­
surface observations of a minimum, synoptic oceanographic
 
network are required to adequately define the basic ocean
 
thermal structure which is important to this exchange.
 
In addition to the above requirement, there are
 
two other broad areas of requirements for different types
 
of subsurface observations: historical series, and special
 
purpose investigations. These requirements are not in 
-
conflict with the network proposed herein; rather, they
 
should be mutually complementary with it.
 
2.2 Historical Series
 
Long time series of subsurface observations at
 
fixed locations have great utility in climate-oriented
 
studies. Series from Ocean Station Vessels, selected fixed
 
buoy sites, and island stations should definitely be main­
tained. Periodic sampling along fixed lines is also strongly
 
supportcd because of its contribution toward better under­
standing the role of the oceans in long-term climatic changes.
 
The IGOSS-ITECH Committee strongly supports these
 
efforts and urges that all such observations be forwarded on
 
a real-time basis to ,upport the subsurface synoptic obser­
vation network. It should be noted that the data systematically
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collected by the proposed network will eventually become
 
sets of historical series in and of itself, thus furthering
 
climatic research.
 
2.3 Special Purpose investigations and Detailed Surveys
 
Frequently in the process of hypothesis testing
 
and theory building, members of various scientific disci­
plines carry out subsurface observations at a micro discrim­
inatory level and/or on an extremely limited spatial or
 
topical basis. The proposed network would in no way hinder
 
these investigations and surveys which have frequently led
 
to the development of new paradigms for synoptic analysis
 
and prediction. Rather, its output could suggest new areas
 
of intense investigation and survey.
 
We urge only that whenever possible, all obser­
vations capable of supporting the proposed large scale
 
synoptic observation network be forwarded on a real-time
 
basis.
 
3.0 	 THE CURRENT STATE OF SUBSURFACE OCEANOGRAPHIC
 
OBSERVATIONS
 
Hundreds of thousands of subsurface oceanographic
 
observations have been taken to date. Most of these have
 
been the result of scientific expeditions designed to
 
study the relatively localized phenomena such as eddies, up­
wellings, etc. Sources of these observations have included
 
long term series from fixed points (Ocean Weather Stations)
 
and fixed sections (e.g., CALCOFI and EASTROPAC series), and
 
co-operative "Ships of Opportunity" since the invention of
 
the Expendable Bathythermograph.
 
In this section there will be a survey of the extent of
 
current coverage, the instruments utilized, communications
 
procedures used, and existing data collection programs.
 
Needed improvement areas and examples of good programs will
 
also be pointed out.
 
3.1 	Coverage Currently Available
 
The number of observations now available for
 
subsurface synoptic analysis (any sounding less than three
 
days old is considered to be useful in present analysis
 
programs) is sufficient only in limited areas of the North
 
Pacific, North Atlantic and Mediterranean. Table 3-1
 
shows the estimated average number of synoptic BATHY reports
 
per month for selected ocean areas. This table is based on
 
synoptic collection achieved through IGOSS during 1973/1974.
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TABLE 3-1: 	 Estimated Average Monthly Reports
 
Received in Time for Synoptic Analysis
 
(1973/1974)
 
Ocean Area Ave. Number
 
North Atlantic + Mediterranean 820
 
South Atlantic 30
 
North Pacific 430
 
South Pacific 60
 
North Indian 45
 
South Indian 45
 
TOTAL 1430
 
The coverage is actually less adequate than shown, for
 
the reports tend to be concentrated in smaller portions
 
of each ocean. In these areas, the coverage is sometimes
 
redundant; in other regions as large as one million square
 
miles, months may pass before a series of reports is
 
available. As will be see'n, this coverage is less than
 
10% of the required coverage.
 
The coverage of IGOSS observations achieved so
 
is shown in Figure 3-1.
 
3.2 Instruments
 
Mechanical Bathythermograph systems, (MBT), because
 
of their known inaccuracies, should be considered only as a
 
secondary instrument for synoptic observations. The Shipboard
 
(SXBT) and Airborne (AXBT) versions of the expendable bathy­
thermograph should be the basic instruments used to support
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a synoptic network for the forseeable future. The SXBT is
 
well-suited for use on Ships of Opportunity which cannot
 
slow down or stop to take an observation, while the AXBT
 
can be used to provide data from areas off the regular
 
shipping lanes.
 
Chains and profilers attached to fixed and free­
floating buoys are just starting to provide valuable sub­
surface data. In the future, the systems may become a major
 
source of synoptic reports - particularly from the more
 
remote areas.
 
The primary parameter of interest in synoptic
 
sampling is temperature. This does not mean that observa­
tons from more sophisticated measuring systems such as
 
STD's are not useful in synoptic programs; indeed, they
 
should be the primary contributor at fixed ship locations
 
and a secondary source for research sections at irregular
 
intervals.
 
3.3 Communications and Codes
 
Code forms for subsurface observations approved
 
by the IOC and WMO are considered to be adequate. Conmu­
nications procedures for transmission of subsurface reports
 
to shore collection stations as well as procedures for
 
collecting such reports into bulletins for international
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exchange are marginal at best. More emphasis needs to be
 
placed on improved communications if a truly synoptic
 
oceanographic capability is to be realized.
 
3.4 Data Collection Programs
 
The Cooperative Oceanographic Observation Program
 
(COOP) in the U.S. is a good example of what can be accom­
plished in the way of synoptic sampling from Ships of
 
Opportunity. The COOP sponsor provides SXBT launchers,
 
recorders and probes to selected cooperative vessels.
 
Volunteer observers typically make two soundings per day
 
while underway for transmission to a centralized analysis
 
center. Automatic digitizers and tape punchLng units are
 
provided to those ships equipped with radloteletype
 
facilities.
 
The COOP concept could be expanded significantly
 
even to Southern Hemisphere oceans, .under the leadership of
 
IGOSS. If a group of countries were to supply the necessary
 
equipment and expendables plus a minimal maintenance effort 
at key ports, many more shipping routes could be covered.
 
Vessels of the USSR, Japan and the Scandinavian countries, 
which engage in worldwide commerce and fishing, would be 
ideal platforms for an internationally organized data
 
collection program patterned after COOP.
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
OF POOR QUAL1.
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4. DESIGN OF A SYNOPTIC NETWORK
 
The draft proposal for an MGOSS Basic Observational
 
Network (BON) was designed to support the following:
 
a. 	Shipping operations
 
b. 	Engineering operations at sea
 
c. 	Fisheries research and operations
 
d. 	Aqua-culture research and operations
 
e. 	Evaluation of the consequences of man's
 
activities in the sea
 
f. 	Atmospheric modeling (and synoptic
 
prediction)
 
In this paper, we have stressed the need for subsurface
 
oceanographic observations in support of synoptic atmos­
pheric prediction covering two to five jays and possibly
 
longer periods.
 
The design of a minimum BON should be based upon a 
specific goal - that is, realization of a capability which 
will satisfy the basic requirement while being realistic 
in terms of cost and simplicity. It should make maximum 
use of platforms already available (this is the major cost 
item); it should provide the horizontal resolution and qeo­
graphical coverage needed to adequately define the subsurface 
structure, and it should provide for observations at suffi­
cient frequency to handle the time changes of interest. 
14
 
4.1 Platform Availability
 
Maximum use should be made of fixed platforms
 
which already exist -- Ocean Weather Stations (OWS), buoys
 
and offshore oil/gas production platforms. The remaining
 
network portions can only be covered by new buoy stations,
 
extension of Ships of Opportunity programs and, in a few
 
cases, special monitoring by research vessels and aircraft.
 
It has been conservatively estimated that the
 
world's shipping inventory consists of more than 50,000
 
vessels over 500 tons. These ships offer the best and
 
cheapest means of providing the widest data coverage, simply
 
because there are a great number at sea at all times. An
 
internationally organized and coordianted Ship of Opportunity
 
program must be a key element of the IGOSS observational
 
strategy if the BON concept is to succeed.
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4.2 Location of Stations (The Water Mass Concept)
 
Selection of the stations which are to comprise
 
a subsurface observational network is an important and
 
difficult task. Our goal is to arrive at a network con­
figuration which will support realistic subsurface analysis
 
based upon a minimum number of observations.
 
A regular latitude/longitude array is easiest to 
lay out and facilitates later numerical analysis. However, 
such a network (a) does not make optimum use of existing 
fixed stations, (b) does not necessarily fat shipping routes 
because of geographical constraints, and (c) does not ta'ze 
into account natural boundaries and honoceneities ' f-ch are 
found in the ocean. In areas where the soatial variability of 
temperature at fixed depths is small or can be represenzed 
as linear functions of latitude and longitude, only a fe' 
stations are needed. This reasoning suggests that we should 
use the water mass concept as a basic consideration in
 
arriving at a minimum observational network. 
The shape and bathymetry of ocean basins, tidal 
forces, thernohaline structures, surface wind stress, and 
the earth's rotation combine to produce broad circulation
 
patterns in the oceans. Even though surface wind stress 
can be quite variable, these oceanic circulation centers 
do not have random locations in the area. As a consequence,
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major current systems in the world's oceans tend to be
 
quasi-stationary and to form the bounds for somewhat homo­
geneous water masses. Figure 4-1 shows the approximate
 
boundaries of the upper water masses of the ocean.
 
For more than half a century, geographers and
 
oceanographers have labored to standardize water mass types
 
and delineate the major water mass boundaries. One of the
 
first such attempts was by Helland (1916). Wist, in 1936
 
and 1939, published two very basic papers which catalogued
 
the oceans into the 62 separate divisions shown in Figure 4-2.
 
At about the same time, Schott (1935 and 1942) devised a
 
somewhat different breakdown, for Schott's chart depicted
 
the 35 natural regions of the ocean shown in Figure 4-3.
 
In other years, Dietrich and Kalle (1957) devised the regional
 
structure of the oceans shown in Figure 4-4. The meaning of
 
their notations is given in Table 4-1.
 
While Figures 4-1 through.4-4 show some of the best
 
known works on global depiction of water mass regions, a
 
large amount of literature is also available concerning a
 
typology for smaller regions and studies of one or more
 
special features. Figure 4-5 shows a chart for the North
 
Atlantic and Mediterranean areas (prepared by the U.S. Naval
 
Oceanographic Office, 1967), showing areas where subsurface
 
profiles have similar characteristics. An even more detailed
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TABLE 4-1: Notations for Regional Structure of the Oceans 
(after Dietrich and Kalle)
 
P Trade - Current Region 	 Throughout the year steady to 
very steady currents toward wvest. 
Pc- with strong component towards the equator. 
Pw-" clear westerly current.
 
Pp- with strong component towards the poles. 
B Equatorial Current Region 	 At times or throughout the 
year easterly currents close 
to the equator. 
M Monsoon Current Region 	 Regular reversal of the current 
in spring and autumn. 
Mt- Lower latitudes (small changes 	in surface tenperature).
 
mng- Medium and higher latitudes (great changes in surface
 
temperature).
 
R Horse Latitude Rei,,ion 	 At times or throughout the 
year weak currents with 
varying direction.
 
F Pree Beam Region 	 ThrouGhout the year strong 
currents as runoff from Trade 
Current Region. 
W Westwind - Drift Region 	 Throughtout the year va.rying 
easterly currents. 
We- on the equator side of the oceanic polar front. 
Wp- on the pole side of the oceanic polar front. 
PolarlRegion At times and throughout the 
year covered with ice. 
Be- O.uter polar regions; covered with pack ice during winter 
and spring.
 
DJ- Inner polar regions; covered with ice throughout the year. 
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breakdown, with typical profiles, has been published for
 
the Eastern North Atlantic by the French Service IHydro­
graphique de la Marine (1967). The list of authors who
 
have contributed to the development of water mass concepts
 
in the ocean is voluminous; a few of the more important
 
papers are shown in a special bibliography in the Reference
 
Section of this report.
 
4.3 Distribution of the Network of Stations
 
(The concept of spatio-temporal variations in the
 
water temperature).
 
With a view to establishing a network of ocean obser­
vation stations rationally distributed so as to provide a
 
.qualitative synoptic analysis and prognosis of the subsurface
 
layer of the ocean (500 m), special research has been carried
 
out on the spatxo-temporal variations in the water temperature
 
of the ocean.
 
A statistical analysis of these observations as to
 
the magnitude of the standard deviations of the surface water
 
temperature (a) and the numerical characteristics of the
 
temporal variations in the water column has provided a means
 
of dividing the ocean into regions in terms of the infinite
 
value a' (a' - ) and determining the distance between 
max 
observation points in the ocean in each such region. (See
 
Table 4-2 and Figure 4-6).
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A map of the distribution of the station network
 
has been drawn up (Figure 4-7) on the basis of the data
 
obtained.
 
The analysis of observation data has also shown that
 
the diurnal variation in the surface water temperature corre­
lates closely with the maximum diurnal variation in the tem­
perature of the water column and is equal to 2a(05 = 2o). 
The relationship thus established makes it possible to deter­
mine the daily frequency of observations at each point in the 
network required to obtain a sufficiently accurate value of 
the average diurnal water temperature. The frequency of obser­
vations is fixed in accordance with the estimated nomogram 
(Figure 4-8).
 
Thus, if we know the standard deviation values
 
(a, a', amax' and ae) we can divide the ocean into honogen­
eous regions and determine the number of stations and the
 
frequency of observations in each of them.
 
This approach to the problem of the spatio-temporal
 
discontinuity of observations in the ocean is based on physi­
cal factors, but its results are very similar to those at­
tained by means of the "water mass" concept.
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4.4 Frequency of Reporting
 
If we accept the thesis that broad regions have
 
semi-homogeneous characteristics and can be sampled by a
 
few stations, we still need to determine how many is a few
 
and how often should reports be required. Figure 4-9 shows
 
the original XBT profiles (top) and parameterized profiles
 
(bottom) taken during a special study north of Hawaii in
 
August 1968. The upper mixed layer shows a nearly linear
 
variation with latitude from 22N to about 40N and from about
 
46N to 54N with a transition zone in between. Two to three
 
XBT observations on either side of the transition zone 'ould
 
define the gross thermal structures in the two ma3or water
 
masses.
 
Figure 4-10 shows the results of detailed sea
 
surface temperature studies along the same section north
 
of Hawaii. The top two graphs compare numerical analyses
 
based upon ship data (FNWC) with Airborne Radiation Ther­
mometer (ART) recordings; the graphs are about five days
 
apart. the third graph shows the changes which occurred
 
over this period as measured by one of the instrument systems.
 
Notice the transition zone from about 40N to 46N with weaker
 
gradients on either side. To adequately detect the warming
 
which occurred during this period, one observation per day
 
would have been required.
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5. A PRELTMINARY NETWORK
 
In the preceding sections, we established a requirement
 
for a Basic Observational Network (BON) to support synoptic
 
subsurface analysis. One of the major uses of these analyses
 
would be to specify the ocean thermal reservoir as an input
 
to numerical atmospheric prediction. We have also outlined
 
the logic for a network based upon the concept of daily
 
sampling at a few points in major water mass areas. It is
 
believed this would provide the minimum desirable coverage
 
in the most important water masses.
 
Figure 5-1 shows the proposed network of stations
 
which should serve as the IGOSS goal to support subsurface
 
analysis. This water mass chart and the stations plotted
 
thereon represents an attempt to reconcile the most important
 
features from all the sources discussed in Section 4 and
 
provides several points in each area. This is a realistic
 
configuration, and the desired coverage of at least one
 
sounding per day near each point can be achieved in vir­
tually all areas through the judicious selection of Ship­
of-Opportunity and Research vessels. Shipping charts
 
published by the WMO show that only a few areas in the South
 
Pacific may have to be covered by alternative sources.
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Table 5-1 summarizes the above chart and gives the
 
estimated BATHY requirements for meaningful subsurface
 
analysis if two observations per day were requested from the
 
vicinity of each point. The TOTALS show that approximately
 
ten times the number no; received would be required for
 
twice-daily analysis on a global scale.
 
The location of the stations are not meant to be fixed
 
and perhaps the chart shown in Figure 5-2 is a better re­
presentation of how the number of observations daily is
 
represented by a number of reasonably located points (pre­
sumably not all in one line) which will provide the basic
 
information needed. Some of the boundaries are relatively
 
fixed in location. Other boundaries will show day-to-day
 
or seasonal variability and with unusual wind conditions,
 
some of the boundaries may disappear altogether at some
 
times. In spite of these imperfections in the concept,
 
the attainment of this daily coverage of soundings is con­
sidered necessary to provide the basis for analyses and
 
predictions which can in turn be used to refine the obser­
vational strategy still further.
 
Also, the water-mass concept will not generally apply
 
in the following areas:
 
1) within 1DO miles of land, 
2) where the water is less than 100 fathoms deep, and 
3) in areas of major current boundaries. 
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6. PRIORITY OF AREAS FOR ATTENTION
 
Since the IGOSS program is achieved through the vol­
untary efforts of the member states of the WMO and IOC, the
 
areas in which these member states are willing to expend
 
effort to obtain a basic coverage will probably be the
 
first to achieve a satisfactory observation density. Never­
the-less, certain abstract principles should apply in
 
determining priorities. High priority areas should include
 
those in which the present observational density is lo',
 
areas which have been shown to have important qualities for
 
atmospheric telecommunications (Flohn, 1965; Johnson, 1975;
 
Bjerknes, 1969), and also areas of particularly high in­
fluence (Hansen, 1970).
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DEVELOPM,1ENT OF SPECIFICATIONS
 
FOR
 
SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE OCEANIC ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
 
An effective Oceanic Environmental Data Collecting
 
System, of necessity, involves very complex and interrelated
 
elements. Since many critical decisions are necessary before
 
it is possible to implement such a system, there is a major
 
need to assist the essential decision making process at the
 
highest level so that the interaction of the functional and 
financial elements of the complete system may be grasped in a 
dynamic and intelligible manner.
 
In view of the obvious complexities faced, it is 
suggested that perhaps a multi-phasic effort may be 
appropriate, such as the following: 
1. 	 Generate supporting information and devise method.s
 
of presenting the information so that essential
 
system decisions may be made.
 
2. 	On the basis of decisions wade in phase I., design
 
the system in detail. Implement proper ,,ard.are
 
and 	performance specifications for :rocurement. 
Generate appropriate tests and cal,_bracion
 
specifications. Specify acceptance criteria.
 
3. 	Develop system implementation schedules and related
 
hardware procurement schedules. Formulate and
 
define elements of supporting structure and ongoing
 
logistics and hardware documentation needs.
 
Historically, oceanographic instrumentation and sensor
 
development have proceeded in an almost haphazard fashion,
 
frequently as follow-ons to specialized instruments developed
 
for small-scale oceanographic research programs. Most
 
instruments are now built for a price and a specific market
 
potential. In general, government procurement practices,
 
along with other consumers, have tended to ignore instrument
 
reliability. They have almost universally been unwilling to 
pay the initial cost for high reliability and have tended to
 
choose cheaper, less -eliable instruments and to depend upon a
 
rather massive system of maintenance and repair, involving
 
technicians and engineers at every point. It is now quite
 
apparent that this method of procurement has not been very 
successful. Government figures show that it is immensely 
expensive and that it may cost anywhere from 10% to over 3002 
of an instrument's initial cost simply to keep it operational 
for one-year. It is further evident that one of the 
consequences of such policy, as presently practiced, leads to 
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an almost unmanageable annual budget, simply for maintenance 
and repair. There is, thus, a unique opportunity to
 
re-evaluate the way in which we have been proceeding in
 
instrument and hardware procurement and to examine carefully, 
in detail, the interrelations between the requirements of
 
various models and analyses and the data acquisition costs in
 
relation to acceptable data resolution errors, along with data
 
telemetry, upon the models and analyses.
 
As a further historical reference, oceanic data
 
collection systems have evolved essentLially as
 
people-intensive systems at every level. It is not presently
 
possible to devise systems that can operate without people,
 
but it appears appropriate to examine projected data
 
collecting and processing systems to determine where it is
 
essential to use people and to give special attention to the
 
machine/people interfaces.
 
Another factor should be considered, since most of the
 
data which will be collected will, in one way or anothe_, be
 
ultimately archived in data banks. Entirely aside fron the 
impact of bad data upon modeling, it appears necessary to
 
consider the consequences of the "pollution" of Oata banks by
 
the bad data.
 
As an imperative task, it would appear appropriate to
 
examine the entire concept of "people problems". This will. 
have to do with all aspects involving people from perhaps 
recruitrnnt, through training, to even considerations of costs
 
chargeable to a meal system, due to allocation of funds which
 
is necessary for retirement (pensions, etc.) of the people
 
involved. There are also problems relating to logistics,
 
which may be further broken down into transportation, the 
necessity of maintaining spares, the people and space costs
 
relating to maintenance inventories, and instrument repair and
 
technicial training facilities. All of these parameters do
 
figure in actual systems' costs. It may be advisable to
 
develop a current, rather popular concept, at least being
 
utilized by the Air Force and the Pentagon, under the general
 
term "buy to cost". This is meant to be the total system cost
 
over a period of "X" years and not necessarily the initial 
costs.
 
There will be a significant interaction between the 
sensitivity of the models ; , the accuracy, as well as the 
resolution band, of the re red data. As a subsection to
 
this aspect, it would be a' sable to give attention as to the 
weightin9 of all data with espect to accuracy, reliability, 
etc. It is assumed that the model does not react with the 
same sensitivity to all measured parameters. Therefore, such 
weighting should be developed. Consideration should also be 
given with respect to the basic system design, whether it is 
to provide for future increases in e thor accuracy or 
sensitivity or both for the data collection. An appropriate
 
design will effectively tend to resist obsolescence and
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provide for upgrading at minimum cost in the future, should 
this prove desirable. 
System readout time (time required to collect data from
 
the entire system) is an important design and cost parameter.
 
Decisions will have to be made early on with respect to this
 
function. (Part of Phase 1 consideration)
 
Since an overall systems review and systems design is
 
exceedingly complicated, it may well be appropriate to
 
consider a computer program fOr support of the system design
 
and perhaps develop software for tne use of computer
 
interactive graphics so that it will be practical to visualize
 
the interaction of the various parameters and costs, as they
 
are varied. This should also make possible the clear
 
understanding of the benefits and penalities due to the
 
variation of selected parameters in the system design.
 
It would appear that this is an opportunity to make
 
what might well be considered essentially a fresh start in the
 
whole process and mechanism of collecting data from
 
large-scale systems. This being the case, it appears to be
 
highly desirable to approach the entire problem from the
 
standpoint of systems engineering. This will involve the
 
development of innumerable subsystems and the relationshi2 and
 
interactions between them. It is assumed that it will be
 
possible to develop a suitable algorithm for These
 
relationships. Since this will probably be one of the first
 
opportunities to look at a system of this type reasonably
 
objectively, it will be difficult to arrive at a unanimous
 
agreement as to the nature of various interactions and, as a
 
consequence, will complicate the development of the
 
appropriate algorithm.
 
The entire relationship of instrument reliability and 
cost will need to be developed extensively and provisions made 
for optimization. System reliability must be determined for 
every point and perhaps related to the number of data points 
collected in the entire system and the consequences of the 
loss of a portion of the data. Data loss, undoubtedly, is 
highly significant when there are few measuring stations, but 
the loss oi a station becomes less significant as the number 
of stations increases and some means of quantizing these 
relationships is desirable. It would also be assumed that a 
given station would be sensing numerous parameters and here, 
of course, as mentioned earlier, it will be necessary to 
develop a means of establishing the ranking or priority of any 
given parameter in relation to the overall system functons. 
Here, the question is precisely the dependence of the mode) on
 
the various parameters 
model reliability will 
and the different ways 
degenerate when di ffe
in 
rent 
which 
types 
the 
of 
input are in error or missing. 
Another consideration which should be given is 
precisely to what extent automation of the system is feasible 
or appropriate and this, in turn, depends upon the entire 
system requirements. A significant point here, as deveveloped
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in the IBOND paper, is that it becomes very easy to handle 
problems relating to changes of data format, etc.
 
There have been serious problems encountered in the
 
past with respect to procurement of hardware, etc. by
 
government agencies. It would be well to profit by mistakes
 
of the past and to take steps that will facilitate obtaining 
the desired quality of product. To begin with, this means 
that clear-cut specifications must be deveveloped, free, 
insofar as possible, of misinterpretations and ambiguities. 
Aside from being precise about instrument and performance 
specifications, in view of the fact that no recognized 
national or international standards presently exist for the 
calibration of most marine instruments, it is considered that, 
at a very minimum, the procurement documentation should define 
how the instruments are to be tested and what is considered to 
be acceptable and unacceptable performance. 
From the standpoint of instrument specifications, there
 
is a serious problem with respect no how tests are no be
 
carried out, etc. with respect to proving the design from the
 
standpoint of reliability. The difficulty here is that, since 
reliability is often specified in thousands of hours, there is 
no realistic way to carry out tests in real time an&, as a 
result, specialized methods have been developed no give 
statistical significance to more abbreviated zesting. There 
are a variety of methods that have various degrees of 
acceptance which are considered appropriate for the 
demonstration of valid performance in lieu of the real time 
testing. These should be carefully selectee and spellcC2 out 
as to how these are to be applied. It should also be 
explained that, since this may be consijered a somewhac 
controversial area, suggestions and comients fron the 
prospective suppliers, especially on this point, would be 
welcome. 
In view of some of the problems stated in earlier
 
paragraphs with respect to technical specifications, etc., it
 
would seem appropriate to include in the documents, especially
 
in the procurement documents, albeit this is somewhat unusual, 
a glossary of terms as used. This would be an effort to avoic
 
misunderstandings and to be certain that the terms mean she 
same thing to all parties concerned. 
It does not appear that any large-scale system 
employing data telemetry, presently being contemplated, may be 
considered which depends 100% for transmission via satellite 
or HF radio. The complicating factor is that the costs of 
stabilized dish antennas for use on shipboard have been 
running substantially higher than original ly antic paLed. 
Costs are presently ranging between $30,000 and $50,000, 
exclusive of radio equipment. This means that retrofitting 
older ships with satellite communication capabl]ity wil.] be 
exceedingly slow and, for that matter, may never be universal. 
However, the relatively high cost of the antenna system is -(,t 
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so prohibitive for new ship construction. The conclusion here 
might well be that HF frequencies will be required for many 
years to come and that it is essential 'to accept this as a 
fact. If HF is, indeed, to be retained for data transmission, 
it is exceedingly important to shift all marine data traffic 
from commercial HF circuits, used for ship-to-shore service, 
to the specialized HF frequencies set aside for oceanographic 
data communications. It should be further emphasized that, if 
HF is to be employed, this will mean a parallel program must 
be undertaken for upgrading or installation of a few IF 
receiving systems at carefully selected, optimum sites. 
Costs, etc. should be developed for various means which would 
need to be undertaken to accomplish this shore automation. 
This is essential if automation of the system is to be pursued 
and to eliminate the inordinate delays on co]mmercial circuits 
and the problems with ships radio operators. 
It is considered beyond the scope of the present
 
document to go much into detail with respect to the future of
 
data telecommunications. It is perhaps appropriate to point
 
out that there are other alternatives to the I4ARISAT and the
 
other, rather expensive, stabilized dish antennas. For
 
example, the U.S. Navy, with the assistance of Motorola, has 
developed the SSR-I shipboard satellite cormunications system 
which does not use a stabilized dish antenna but rather four 
fixed antennas utililizing pre-detecrion electronics. The 
present costs to the Navy for a ship installation, corplste 
with coax cables, antennas and associated electronics, is 
presently $20,000. Motorola estimates the cost for commercial 
production on a basis of 200 units at no more than $11,000, 
including electronics. Further down in the cost spectrum, is 
the present, rather simple electronics and antenna systems
 
being employed on some of the NDBO data buoys communicating

with the GOES satellite, which are.very modestly priced and 
are operating at approximately 100 bits per second.
 
One point, however, which does appear clear at present 
is that it will probably be cheaper, for shipboard, buoy, and
 
shore-based installations, to utilize completely independent 
and preferably automatic systems, working at modest data bit
 
rates, rather than trying to piggyback with very expensive
 
systems.
 
It may well be that this is the very first opportunity
 
that has occurred to design and engineer a complete data and 
processing system from the systems engineering standpoint. In
 
the past, it has, to a large degree, been necessary to accept
 
and incorporate oceanographic and meteorological instruments 
which are generally available and accept the constraants whch 
they impose. As mentioned, this as probably the first 
opportunity to let the model and analyses requirements di nyO 
the instrument and sensor specifications and not the reverse. 
At the present tame, no manufacturer specifies the MIBF (No'un 
Time Between Failure) on marine or meteorological instruments. 
Rather, the major emphasis is on "easy repairabaJity" or 
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"maintainability". This is a rather tacit admission that 
there are reliability problems and deftly sidesteps the whole 
instrument reliability question. Such a policy inevitably 
locks the customer into heavy operating and maintenance costs
 
with substantial capital investments in spares with the 
supporting technicians and logistics.
 
An exceedingly important aspect of systems costs 
relates to the maximum accuracy and resolution of the required 
sensor instrumentation. This, in reality, should be dictated 
by the requirements of the models and analyses which will 
utilize the data. It must be emphasized that excess accuracy 
and resolution beyond that which is considered essential for 
modeling purposes is exceedingly expensive and cannot be 
justified. In should also be pointed out that data accuracy 
and resolution beyond those which are essential also adversley 
r nact upon the costs relating to instrument reliability, as 
well as overall system performance. Though it may appear 
obvious, it is perhaps appropriate to point out that the lower 
the risks of a system malfunction, the higher the reliability. 
For all practical purposes, these may be considered reciprocal 
relationships. For example, an instrument which possesses low 
reliability will, in fact, have a high risk of failure or 
malfunction. It also appears that there is no practical way 
of designing a system or instrument presenting a zero risk,
 
since this would also mean that the instrument would be
 
infinitely reliable. The real challenge is to devise a system
 
capable of performing at an acceptable level of risk and at an
 
acceptable cost.
 
It may be highly desirable no consider rhe pros and
 
cons with respect to tradeoffs between high accuracy data and
 
a few data points versus more numerous data points and lower
 
data accuracy in relation to model needs and consumer
 
requirements.
 
There is a need to examine objectively the kinus of 
data products required, as well as how to present or display 
data products. Attention also needs to be given with respect 
to possible archiving requirements. Decisions should be made 
with respect to "quick look" requirements and at what point in 
the system this is desirable or essential. The "quack look" 
capability, if required, should be carefully engineered and 
designed for the optimum presentation of data for poople 
interpretation. It is essential to examine the system as a 
whole, not from the present, convent ional viewpoint but what 
may be desirable for a completely revised and new system. 
As a convenience in interpreting and obscrviny data, it 
is clear that the system's data flow could be moniLored by
microcomputers and be designed to sound alarm, or signal s. It 
would be necessary to provide adequate nemorius for the 
microcomputers so that they could present the cr]tica] data to 
an appropriate display system. Such microcomputer systems 
could sound alerts to any pro-selected environmenta] situation 
-7­
which may be based upon real time values or rates of change of 
the parameters and even spccilf c parpmeLer interaction. 
Dedicated microprocessors may have great merit in this 
application. These could be keyed also to geographic 
locations, which nay be of spccial interest or require 
essential monitoring, such as large ctienc br industrial or 
marine facilities. Such a system, made possible by 
microcomputers or microprocessors, for monlLoring specif1c 
parameters would appear to be essential since the huge masq of 
data which indaviduals are called upon to interpret Le:ns ro 
guarantee that there will be a possibly unacc't able, bui]L-in 
time Relay before a potentially dangerous situation ma be 
recognized. To a large degree, such a provisin 
burden of a constant alert from individuals. Furcr, i ­
shoul, be clear that dedicated microcorpute" or miecroprce-t­
moniuo ing systems would become a ncrea sing] : -;alipab e aq 
goes on and a better understanding of the flvotvou proessas 
is gen ."ted. 
A Najor problem of any large-scale system is 'n'' 
syscs/people interface. It is quite wi."ovaou>.. 
large--scale data collecting system can 1 ­e-ase]y ,;-a:'r 
 I­
vat>l the sheer -gjniateo of the inrorraton oc2L- -:. 
In is, there io no, essncmal.Iht welJ -cs,_2'Q-. ­-
doclc,-e co &s' st ec )L& in cana annt'^ -o _ -. _ ­
2ulJ utilize the syste- anc Co flc=Ureu2~-0I-- S 
benefia for real ti- action.__ 
ADDEIN] I LO 26 Sc watc:r 3975 TD0,D Pop-, "'r osc- -:1 
Guded.ir"_ for FPiru "cs 1o;.,nenz of Ocean Pus .. ,_-
The concepts preccn-ed an the I',r.W Coc:'>:- - , 
though .irectsoe the mara-- c .V&tC)l<. At, 	 OnW"L 
,ously dis 0 -y to Iand-based or uratto/'­
systens eltlc aoO.t or a- a Iet1 . ,..... 
that the (It' peI ,.ii c,-,M. ' c-,1)Isc dS , 	 a 
an'" ine Sii)assC'qb1 cs; x'o11i U o10 2 'o'' (]" C'r.. ­
strvction , wh h -WC.iI y perit 1 :21. 
comple)]_oed Lo':qebe ,'-(c q 0 1 1013o s i ; ­
wi tlch]er o,Oa' i tuned, . It C,]ICWI , 2( C', ) ­
sized that- no basic co]miti tm,l!im L a, or ul.i;(.i,. 
liZnng an '1 ,ClcaO:.:!nn . ' loo t". 
3j.iice lodilar ConsLtret ion, as i: i i l',t x.ul)t] W] 
empLoyed, it Voul )I,' very p10K L(al_ tO "electC L' 
outpuL inut- herf(,cI toa[C H _icreqCU1 l",2,.: module 	 -,. 
of satell l1-c1, ]UY" or 'ICrOwvt\'eo('Jt r. ­sol 011-t' 
co]mmuni cations S4Vs tems. 
Tie fo lio',:] ng paraIrph A i , coI, ied Ir-oii IIhe 
JIBOND paper and was dis.Lgiated Pal.au 'hI .5 of 
that document: 
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In order to minimize operating costs and to 
improve system reliability, it is strongly recom­
mended that no maintenance or servicing be attempted 
on equipment when at sea. Technical service would 
only be supplied or utilized in port by trained 
personnel. This method significantly reduces both 
the initial investment and operating costs by min­
imizing the amount of electronic equipment spares 
required and further minimizes the amount of 
instruction or technical training needed since no 
seagoing personnel will be expected to do any main­
tenance or servicing.
 
The implications contained in the above paragraph ;ere 
purposely minimized in the IBOND document but, for the Present 
nurposes, it appears appropriate to develop them furtner. 
Some of this is treated in earlier paragraphs bur acdtxonal 
conmment is perhaps appropriate. Due to the generally accepted 
poor reliability of marine and meteorological instrore:nts, 
there has been no alternative but to support them with very 
costly logistics. 
With the acquisition of more and more instrumants for 
use in marine data collection programs, there has been a 
parallel increase in the total number of narine technicians 
and personnel required for maintenance, repair, and oPeration. 
It is becoming increasingly clear that the accuisition of an 
envirors'antal measuring instrur'ent tends to entail an increase 
in operating overhead for the period of its useful life.
 
There is distinct evidence that this overheat figure is 
tending to become almost unmanageable. The overhead cost of 
instruments is essentially a hidden cost and, smnce it tends 
to increase over the years, it is not at all impoc;sble for
 
the "hidden costs" to exceed the amount of money available for
 
new instrument acquisition.
 
Oceanographic research in particular, over the years,
has proceeded to a high degree on a hand-to-nouth basis with 
little attention given to examining ob3ectively the meTLhods 
and related costs of using instruments. In vie'; of the rapic.
and inexorable increases in the cost of us-ng oceanographic 
instruments, it appears imperativc to examine what we may do 
in order to improve the situation. A driving force in Lhe 
consideration of oceanographic instruments is their constantly 
increasing complexity and sophistication. UnfortunateL, 1his 
increasing complexity is not accompanied by j narcascd 
reliability. It is evident, under the present trends, that 
instrument technicians will need steadily incrcas;ed levels of 
training. This means that the financial investment in marinc 
technicians will be steadily increasing. Considering the 
attrition rate of technicians and the need for more extensive 
training for recruits, the impact on budgets is prodtctable. 
On the plus side, the increasing sophistacation of instruments 
which make use of rapidly advancing technology --- especially 
in electronics --- means that instruments are capable of 
V-K NL .. .. -9-
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making more accurate and more rapid measuremenLs of more 
parameters while the information output may be supplied in a 
computer compatible format. All of this is done with a 
generally declining cost per circuit. Unfortunately, the cost 
per instrument is constantly increasing, though the cost per 
circuit is decreasing since there are now many more circuits 
incorporated in one instrument. The above general changes in 
instruments, unaccomo.anied by a substantial increase in 
reliability, will force major changes in the way technicians 
are being used. These trends require significant increases 
for instrument maintenance and repair technicians. 
Importantly, some of the technicians will be needed on 
shipboard at sea where the increased numbers pose serious 
problems in the uses of discretiondry ship space and 
contribute towards large cost increases. 
Classical methods of handling instruments used in data 
collection leave much to be desired, especially when we 
consider the high cost of missed measurements. Missed 
measurements basically stem from instrument malfunction. 
Instruments may malfunction for many reasons, som of which 
are frequently obvious, especially after-the-fact, and some 
reasons may be quite obscure. In the final analysis, all 
instrument malfunctions are people related. The problems 
range from basically poor engineering on the part of the 
manufacturer to a moment of inattention on the part of a 
technician. 
It would be considered an essential Dart of an
 
efficient and smoothly operating data collection systen to
 
establish and maintain a continuous record of the performance
 
of each instrument. This would include raia'y details such as
 
its calibration dates, stability of calibration and, in the
 
event of any defects, a failure analysis record. Only by
 
maintaining records of this sort can any idea be obtained as
 
to technical weaknesses and general efficiency such as
 
instrument utilization figures. Without maintaining records 
of this sort, it is almost impossible to head off any problems 
which show up in any given instrument design and especially to 
avoid problems in future procurement. While record keeping 
may appear to be unproductive from the administrative 
standpoint, it is vital to the successful continued operation 
of any data collecting system. 
In view of the undoubted requirements for improvements 
in instrument reliability, and technical characteristi c , it 
is apparent that at least a modest amount of R&D would be 
necessary for the development of satisfactory t.nstruinents for 
the proposed system. Throughout this document, there have 
been many references to the necessLty of designing cqu3pmcnL 
with a high reliability. As mentioned in earlier paragrapihs, 
this cannot be looked at as an isolated system parameter but 
rather must be examined in light of overall requirements. The 
problem, of course, is that improved reliability has a price 
tag and the selection of an opt.imum D'l'BF (Mean Time Betwcen 
Failure) is an exceedingly important decision. 
-10-

The following are excerpts from a docunent previously
 
prepared dealing with this question:
 
I became involved with a similar problem a
 
few years ago in connection with the manufacture
 
of receiving equipment for shipboard use to cbltain
 
fixes from the Navy Navigation Satellite. We were 
faced with an exceedingly costly operation if we 
followed conventional methods, such as training 
engineers and technicians to maintain the equipment 
and to stock the necessary, very costly, spares on 
the various ships and shore-based estab.1ichenI-s. 
I have data from an unpublished study, uade at tht 
time, which showed, rather conlvincingly, that vory 
great sums of money would be savcd if the poliuy 
were established that no spares would be purchasec 
for use in shore facilities or aboard ship and no 
engineers or technicians would be trained for fie] 
repair and maintenance. This required tnaL the 
Navy set up a small engineering support staff wic!. 
minimum spares on the premises of zne manufacturer. 
The spares and engineers were available on a monent's 
notice, 24 hours a day, to fly immediately wherever 
a ship was in order to effect necessary repairs. 
The entire operation could not even have been con­
sidered had the MTBF been a small number. The 
magic number which was selected was 5,000 hours 
which experience has shown was quite adequate and, 
fortunately, the equiprent is no: approaching, in 
actual use, a figure of 10,000 hours !]TBF and has 
a rather enviable repucation for reliability. Sone-­
thin9 of this sort, at least in part, I feel can be 
very usefully employed in the area of oceanograpnac 
instrumentation. However, this would require 
almost industry-wide cooperation, etc. Therefore, 
there are considerable constraints as to how far 
one night reasonably expect to go in introducing 
significant changes. it would seem, however, that 
the present system is not working and that we can 
at least begin---and part of the key is how to 
begin---progress toward longer f'TBID's. At present, 
to che best of my knowledge, there is no figure 
stated by any manufacturer of oceanographic instru­
ments that can be used with any degree of confi­
dence relating to MTBF. 
In discussing the minatr of not havLng spares 
at sea, it was very apparent from the academic 
research community that this would simply be in­
tolerable and that technicians and sparus must 
always go along with shipboard equipment. The 
basic point here was that the seagoing researcher 
did, in fact, accept and live with very signi cant 
amounts of instrument down time; hovever, since
 
this was handled in the routine fashion by techni­
cians and spares in order to get the instrument
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repaired, there was no feeling of peer group
 
pressure for not conducting the research in an 
accepted fashion. They felt this would not be the 
case if one were at sea with no spares and no tech­
nician when the instrument failed. The whole point 
here was that they had never had expericnce with 
high reliability instruments and equipment and did 
not properly appreciate the tradeoff. This partic­
ular poll c_, as mentioned, is a success -- not by
virtue of the needs stared by the user,, but a_ 
command decsion made at the funding level. 
It should be apparent that with a reasonable 
MTBF, it may well be cheaper to take along corpleLe 
instruments as spares rather than go to sea with
 
spare parts for instruments. One point here is
 
that, if one has spare parts, one needs techni­
cians; also, if one has spare parts, the volume of
 
space occupied by spares, as they are necessarily
 
packaged, is usually significantly greater than
 
that required for the complete instrument. This
 
has a direct bearing on use on shipboard where
 
space is restricted. Furthermore, this offers a 
greatly enhanced probability of getting all the
 
required data.
 
In either manned or unmanned observing stations where 
data are especially critical and essential, it should be 
apparent that, with 100% redundancy in the data acquisiion 
package the probability of lost data is exceedingly remote and 
almost unquestionably more remote than using conventional 
manned systems or "resident" technicians. 
It is perhaps appropriate to suggest that the 
engineering and design of various hArdware elements of the 
system should not be done by potential manufacturers. This 
may seem rather an undesirable constraint; however, the 
manufacturers are all too often highly biased and look forward 
to producing equipment that can utilize previously engineered
 
or fabricated subsystems or elements. This means that, in 
fact, they tend to lack genuine objectivity in the instrument
 
design. While it may be true that such a procedure may, on 
occasion, result in a satisfactory end product, it shoulu be 
pointed out that this is, unfortunately, the exception. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
 
To describe the "state of the sea" is to describe the
 
total wave pattern at the ocean surface. At any place and
 
time, the pattern is typically very complex and appears as
 
an infinite number of individual wave components of different
 
direction, amplitude and frequency. The total amount of
 
energy accumulated in the composite wave motion (or sea state)
 
is distributed over a wide range of frequencies.
 
For many years, mariners have been reporting sea state
 
as a part of the synoptic ship report. The synoptic code
 
provides for transmission of information describing direction,
 
period and height of the most significant wind-wave and swell
 
components. For about fifteen years, some of the larger fore­
cast centers have been making routine numerical forecasts of
 
significant wave parameters for distribution in a facsimile
 
broadcast.
 
In the past two years, synoptic observation and pre­
diction of more complete ocean wave spectra has become rou­
tine in the United States. The purpose of this paper is to
 
present an overview of operational observation and forecasting
 
of spectral ocean waves as now carried out on a synoptic basis.
 
Optimum Track Ship Routing (OTSR), offshore drilling, deep­
ocean mining and coastal engineering are but a few of the ap­
plications which require a complete specification of ocean
 
wave spectra.
 
2.0 BACKGROUND
 
For purposes of clarity, we usually separate sea state
 
into two general classes of waves. Waves which are still in
 
the local wind-generating area are called "wind waves" or
 
"sea". Waves that have traveled out of the generating area
 
are known as "swell". Wind waves are typically irregular,
 
chaotic, short-crested and difficult to predict. Swell
 
waves are more regular, longer-crested and somewhat more
 
predictable. On the borders of generating areas, neither
 
term precisely describes the total sea state.
 
Surface wind speed is by far the most important
 
parameter in controlling how high waves will grow; however,
 
the length of time available for wave growth (duration)
 
and the extent of the growth area (fetch) are factors which
 
cannot be neglected. With a wind of constant velocity and
 
sufficiently long fetch, seas continue to grow with time until
 
a steady state is reached; the seas are then considered to
 
be "fully developed" (for that wind condition).
 
There is considerable disagreement among various inves­
tigators concerning the length of time required to reach this 
steady state -- and on the fetch length required to achieve 
growth to the fully developed sea state. Figures 2-la and 
2-lb (from an article by Walden, 1961) show the growth of 
Significant Wave Height (11i/3) as a function of direction and
 
the relationship between Il/3 and fetch according to several
 
different authors.
 
The function which mathematically describes the distri­
bution of the square of the wave height as a function of
 
frequency is called the "spectrum" of the wave motion. Since
 
the square of the wave height is related to the potential
 
energy of the sea surface, the same spectrum is also called
 
the energy spectrum. If the individual components which com­
prise a composite pattern of a fully arisen sea at a given
 
wind velocity are grouped around average frequencies (fI)
 
extending over small frequency ranges (Af), the continuous
 
distribution of an infinite number of components can be approx­
imated by a finite number of components with different average
 
frequencies, A series of sine waves can then be considered
 
as "filtered out" of the total sum and their individual char­
acteristics are approximated by the average frequency, f;
 
period, T; wave length, L; and the average wave amplitude.
 
If rectangles whose areas are equal to the squares of the ampli­
2 
tudes [A(f)] are plotted against the average frequency, f,
 
we obtain a good approximation to the wave energy spectrum
 
(Figure 2-2).
 
As wind speed increases, the area under the curve increases, 
and the maximum spectral energy shifts from higher to lower fre­
quencies. As in the case for duration and fetch, researchers 
disagree concerning the frequency of maximum spectral energy 
Figure 2-1(a)
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and the total, energy which results from a steady state wind. 
Figure 2-3 (also taken from Walden, 1961 in Ocean Wave Spectra) 
points out the difference in shape of observed and theoretical
 
spectral curves for wind speeds of 60 knots.
 
Since various authors use different nomenclature to des­
cribe the same features in wave spectra, it is often confusing
 
to compare results. Table 2-1 (from Dorrestein, 1961 in Ocean 
Wave Spectra) is reproduced as a convenient summary of the 
terms associated with these authors. 
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Table 2-1. One-Di.mensional Wave Spectra Nomenclatures Used
 
by Various Authors. (from Dorrestein, 1961).
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3.0 SYNOPTIC SPECTRAJL WAVE OBSERVATIONS
 
A number of spectral wave observations have been made 
using pressure sensors, wave staffs, accelerometer systems, 
etc. In general, these have not been made available for inter­
national distribution on a truly synoptic time schedule. On 
3 December 1974, the NOAA Data Buoy Office (NDBO) in the United 
States deployed a large discus buoy in the Gulf of Alasi- near 
56.ON and 147.9W. This buoy w$as equipped with an advanced
 
Wave Measurement (UM) system designed to observe and report 
spectral wave data on a synoptic schedule. 
The wave measurement system consists of a rigidly .oantsC 
accelerometer with its sensitive axis parallel to the bucy's
 
,vertical center line. An onboard computer cc-putes covariances 
formed from a series of digital samples at discrete intervals. 
These covariances are then transmitted to a shore communicaticn 
station where a second computer generates spectral densities 
at fifty frequency intervals. These spectral densities as w:ell 
as the significant wave height are entered inmediately into 
Global Telecommunication Service (GTS) circuits every three 
hours for national and international relay. The buoy in the 
Gulf of Alaska has been transmitting spectral data continuously 
for a period of over nine months. A similar system was deployed 
off the U.S. East Coast near 36.5N and 73.5 W on 6 December 1974-
A number of synoptic reports were also received from this Wave 
Measurement system before the buoy developed electronic prob­
a ship collision.eventually disabled by 
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Figures 3-1(a) through (e) show an analysis of spectral 
density (meters 2/Iertz) as a function of frequency (f in Hertz) 
and time at buoy ED03 in the Gulf of Alaska. The thin solid 
lines are contours of spectral density level while the heavy 
dashed lines show the frequency of maximum energy. Local 
wind speed and direction are shown by conventional wind barbs 
(knots). It is obvious that a smooth contour pattern can be
 
drawn and that this buoy is dominated by longer-period swell
 
from distant sources.
 
Figures 3-2(a) through (e) show a similar analysts of
 
spectral density measurements from buoy EB01 in the Atlantic. 
This location is obviously fetch limited and not so well ex­
posed to distant swell. Locally-generated wind waves a­
higher frequencies are more common here. These plots are 
typical of the excellent continuity shown by these new sys­
tems; they are all the more valuable because the reports are 
available in less than two hours after observation time. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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4.0 SPECTRAL WAVE IODELS 
Due to the increasing demands from government and com­
mercial interests, rapid development has occurred in the
 
operational prediction of sea state. Because of the comple.­
ity and magnitude of the effort involved in making wave
 
forecasts for large ocean areas, numerical methods have been
 
applied to solution of the problem. In general, two basic
 
types of wave models have been used - singular models and
 
spectral models. The former attempt to predict the space/
 
time distribution of the most significant component(s) \;±tn­
out treating the covpleze gro.;th, decay, transfcr and pro­
pagation functions associaLe5 .lth a large numter of como:t.-
Wave modc3s which atte: yz. to predict the form of znh 
energy spectrum throughout tke time/spare domain are com-or " 
known as "spectral" models. The general approach in these 
models is to decompose rne observable composite wa~es into a. 
set of discrete components to calculate the growth, decay, 
transfer and propagation of the energy in each coVnponent alc"._ 
several directions, and then, by statistical inference, to
 
derLve the composite wave parameters.
 
Spectral models make use of the basic energy balancce 
equation:
 
(f, )Vu= - Vg.VE(f,0) = S(f,0)Dt (1) 
ORIGINAL PAG L9 
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whore E(f,0) is wave energy density of the spectral component 
at frequency f and direction 0 at any space-time position,
 
\Vg is the deep water group velocity appropriate to that com­
ponent, and S(f,0) is the sum of all sources and sinks of­
energy for each component, i.e., the growth/decay terms. 
The major differences among the numerous models w'hich have 
been used for numerical prediction depend upon (a) \whether 
the S function in (1) is empirical or theoretical, (b) how
 
propagation (the -\Wg'VE term) is affected and (c) whether the
 
model treats processes such as wave breaking and non-linear
 
wave-wave interaction. A general outline of the most we3 l-kno;n 
numerical wave models has been prepared by Dexter (1973).
 
The Australian Bureau of Meteorology has carried ouz
 
a series of comoarative tests for four different numerical
 
models (Dexter, 1974):
 
a. A singular model adaptation by Trajer (1966) of the 
numerical "wave ray" approach of Wilson (1961, 1963). 
b. An empirical spectral model designed by Dexter (1914) 
which uses the fully-developed spectrum of Pierson 
and Moskowitz (1964) together with angular spreading 
by Neumann (1952) and an empirical dissipation fanc­
tion due to Bunting (1966). 
C. 	The theoretical spectral model of Inoue (1967).
 
d. 	 The model of Barnett (1968) with minor modifications 
to the growth and damping terms. 
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In essence, the tests showed close agreement in most respects. 
The differences were less than errors to be expected through 
use of incorrectly specified marine wind fields as the model 
driver. 
Other spectral models which have had w.ide operational 
use include the French Spectroangular modpl descrfbed by 
Gelci et al (1957) and Pons (1966), the Mcditerranean adspta­
tion of the Pierson-Moskowi tz approach described by Laznof£ 
et al (1973) and the Fleet Nunerical Weather Central (Y'x.C) 
version of the Pierson/YU model. All of thes,,models ha-_vo 
shown considerabl improvcmezt over che singu?,r mocd]l .. ,e 
earl.er for operational prodiczion of wgn±_. ccnt wa-e hsiqhh< 
(1/3) 
op o% P-42
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5.0 SYNOPTIC SPECTRAL WAVE PREDICTION 
Two different versions of the Pierson/NYU approach are 
being used for synoptic spectral wave predactlon in the
 
United States. One is based upon a rectangular grid system
 
on a Lambert conformal projection and is used only for ljmatcc 
areas where long-distance propagation is not a ma3or factor.
 
The largest model covers all of the Northern Hemisphere and 
part of the Southern Hemisphere and is based upon an icosahe­
dral gnomonic projection. Fourteen of the twenny hexagonal
 
subprojections needed to cover the globe are now being sub­
jected to syroptic computation. Each subprojection has 325
 
grid points; a special orientation scheme was chosen to
 
place as many vertices as possible over land and to place
 
edges over land/ocean boundaries. This projeccion was selecte
 
for operational use because great circle segments are repre­
sented as straight lines.
 
Both of the models described above treat 12 directional 
and 15 frequency components at each grid point. The time 
step is three hours, but until August 1974 the wind field 
was held constant for two time steps (6 hours). The center 
frequency, center period and bandwidth of the fifteen fre­
quency bands are shown in Table 5-1. 
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Table 5-1: Center Frequencies, Periods and Bandwidths in 
the FNWC Spectral Ocean Wave Mode].
 
BAPD FREQ (Ilz) 
1 .03889 
2 .04444 
3 .05000 
4 .05556 
5 .06111 

6 .06667 

7 .07222 

8 .07778 

9 .08333 

10 .09167 

11 .10278 

12 .11667 

13 .13333 

14 .15278 

15 

.36393 

[ PERIOD (Sac) 
25.7 

22.5 

20.0 

18.0 

16.4 

15.0 

13.8 

12.8 

12.0 

10.9 

9.7 

8.6 

7.5 

6.5 

6.1 

BANDWIDTII (Ilz) 
.005556
 
.005556
 
.005556
 
.005556
 
.005556
 
.005556
 
.005556
 
.005556.
 
.005556
 
.01111
 
.01111
 
.01667
 
.01667
 
.02222
 
.10000
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Six-hourly (scheduled to become 3-hourly) Marine Wind 
analyses arc used to maintain spectral continuity in the
 
analysis mode. A P]anetary Boundary Layer diagnostic model 
is used to derive forecast marine winds from an Atmospheric 
Primitive Equation (PE) model. PNWC runs the model to 72 
hours twice daily requiring a computational capacity of ap­
proximately 1.8 Million Instructions Per Second (HIPS) to 
achieve a throughput rate of 30 minutes per forecast day.
 
Outputs include a complete frequency/direction spectrun 
(spectral densities) at any designated grid point, total
 
energies in any frequency or direction band, significant
 
wave height and percentage of whitecaps. Significant w'ave
 
height fields are machine contoured for transm1osion by
 
computer-driven radio facsimile while spectral data are dis­
seminated in the form of addressed messages.
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6.0 SPECTRAL MODEl, VERTFTCATION 
The NDBO buoy-mounted spectral wave measurement systems 
described in Section 3.0 provide an excellent mechanism for 
routine verification of spectral wave forecasts. Figure 6-1 
is a scatter diagram of FNWC versus E303 Significant Wave 
Heights (111/3) for January and February 3975. £B03 is the 
buoy located in the Gulf of Alaska which has good exposure 
to swell from storms throughout the North Pacific. 
Numerous individual FN;C and EB03 spectral distriLbut'c:­
have been compared. They vary from nearly perfect agree-ent 
to an occasional case %-here the comparison is rather poor. 
In the latter instances, one can invariably trace the c;usc 
to an incorrect specification of the marine wind fields us3,'= 
to drive the spectral forecast model (due either to sparse 
data at analysis time or an erroneous Primitive Equation 
forecast) .
 
Figures 6-2 and 6-3 show the mean spectral density dis­
tribution as a function of frequency for FNWC and EB03 durrn-f 
January and February 1975. The FNWC Spectral Ocean Wave 
Model is obviously generating more energy in the center of 
the spectrum than is being measured by the buoy. IL is be­
lieved that holding the marine winds constant for two time 
steps (6 hours) contributes to excessive qrowth. Wind fieldq 
are now being generated at 3-hourly intervals and furl her 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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verification work is in progress to determine if model ener­
gies are still systematically too high. In spite of the ob­
served errors, the spectral approach has led to a distinct 
improvement in ocean wave prediction. Not only are signifi­
cant wave height forecasts better, the user now has spectral 
energy distributions to support those applications which are 
direction and/or frequency sensitive.
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7 0 FUTURE PLANS/RBOUQT REMrENITS 
FNWC has outlined specifications for a global spectral 
wave model with 15 frequencies, 24 directions and a mesh 
length of 90 nautical miles. It is estimated that a compter 
capacity of nearly 50 MIPS will be required to make synoptic 
forecasts at 30 minutes per forecast day.
 
As pointed out by Dexter (1974), the Barnett spectrdl 
wave model is one of the most complete now available ior
 
#operational use. The primary difference between the Barrett 
model and the Pierson/NYU model used by FNWC lies in the 
method of energy propagation. While Barnett useG sets of 
predetermined ray points along networks of fixed ray petln, 
for propagation, the FWC model calculates propagation. by a 
finite difference approximation of the energy gradient oe­
tween grid points. The Barnett model is well-suited to smal­
ler bodies of water but would require several millian ray sets
 
to cover all ocean areas.
 
To overcome the computational storage requirements of the
 
Barnett propagation technique, a Lagrangian interpolation
 
schemna was programmed for FNWC by Ocean Data Systems, Toc.
 
to determine the energy values at upatream points from a
 
relatively small number of point, on a urn.formliy spaced
 
latitudellongitude grid. The Tacgrangian interpolation
 
modification, together with a grid system which has a lati­
tude circle as the j coordinate, permits dividing the mode) 
QICO 32ULiv; 
into (a) a precompute program and (b) a wave prediction pro­
gram. The precompute program accepts initial specifications
 
of frequency bands, direction bands, time intervals, desired 
output and grid geometry. Once these are esten)ihed, tle 
precom9pute results are saved from one run to the nex.t. 
The wave prediction procqram is completely f1ex, 'le in 
that the various parts are modular and sw ;'c All. of 
the following sections are thus amenabli to isclazcn and/o_­
elimination. They are directed by innut dF-a co:--_o1 carts. 
o Calculation of propagation 
o Calculation of all growth ter:.s 
o Wind/wave interaction term 
o Wave breah.ing "term 
o Wave/,,ave interacton term 
O Low wine bypass 
o High wind bypass 
o Saturation limiting 
In September of 1975, NDBO is scheduled to de]>!oy Z 
simplified spectral wave measurenent syste" off Ca-.; :>., 
New Jersey. Buoy EB-41 vi±]l be equLpped '2h a 22-chzc'::.n1 
Wave Spectrum Analyzer (WSA) and wi11 trans-n t (synopticallv 
the average power passed by 12 active bandpass fi l ters. 
Input to the filters is an analog voltcgu \,;h3ch1s pV-oporLon,' 
to the vertical acceleration of the buoy. The Shore 
OP pPG3
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Communication Station in Miami, Florida will enter computed
 
spectral densities into GTS circuits if the deployment is
 
successful.
 
Systems for real-tiie measurenent of ocean spectral 
wa-es are scheduled for deployicnt' at an j:-creaslng pace. 
The models to make global forecasts of occan spectral -.-ave 
conditions now exist. FN',,C will soon imp) 3ment a global 
forecast capability; ho..ever, it is a ri3:-tary activa.n a­
is forbidden by law from providing services t cor'.. .rc.al 
users. A strong reeutre-ent theefr-- or ont orf.....
na-tional civil centors to Cevelop a clob... sectra±- e,.ae 
anays is/forecast service to mee- tie grecng eeds of -. 
intarnationa! user co.mPpanirv, It js reco-- arded tha'- the 
IGOSS Comittee take the lead in 7-' naz-this require­
ment. 
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Monterey, CA 93940
 
Dear Roger:
 
RE)-: 	 National Weather Serv3ce Specifications for 
Shipboard Environmental Data AcquLsiion System 
(SEAS-I), Dated 5 1l-ay 1975. 
Since we covered the bulk of our concerns over the 
telephone, I will simply first go through the document page by 
page, if you wish to refer to it, with general co't.,'ents ani 
then some kind of wrap up at the conclusion. I apoloq Ze that 
perhaps some of my remarks might turn out to be incorrbct 
because of further qualif-cauions later in the docuzent-, if 
so, I an sure you will spot the incons,_stency, if I do not. 
Page I 	, Section 1.2 - As will be developed lazer, it
w;ould seem highly appropriate to make the inil­
installation on a "captive" ship that will not be going to 
foreign ports or be generally d ff1cult to reacn for an , 
repairs or adjustments. 
Page 2, Section 1.3 - In reading -cbns, as we)) as later 
specifications, I do not believe that the !..ne is sufficientlv 
clearly drawn as to what 'is to be "initially a flexible 
experimental model" and the "next p.hase for developr'ent of 
more sophisticated sensor systems". I -hnk this is a grey 
area. I have no difficulty with uhe specific e::ainple given,
such as the XBTs, but I feel this would also relate to the 
particular types of sensors employed and, therefore, this 
becomes a very grey area. 
The bottom paragraph on page 2 points out a vulnerab] e 
facet of the entire operation. Some of the sensors, such as 
water to)-'perature and conductivity wi]I , almost certainly, be 
located----for insLance, a11 the case o a tanl:cr---below the 
water line in some compartment below the deck probably in the 
engine room spaces. In the case of tan] or-, it should he 
pointed out that they are considcn ed to be rather spocia]
ships and to simply put a hole in a bulkhead (perhaps even any 
bulkhead) , requires very special permsf)on from the proper
branch of the U.S. Coast Guard. Th ts, at the vory miimum,
will be involved and time consumaig. The provaou. note, of 
ORIGoLPAGmIOF POORPUA~ 
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course, asslmle s a hard-wired connection between the data 
processing unit and the sensor. There are, of course, 
alternatives to hard-wiring, one of the most easily adapted, 
though by no means without its problems, as to install a 
small, local FM converter to convert the signal output of the 
sensor to an FM carrier which is then coupled properly to the 
ship's internal electric lighting circuits. Since it is the 
practice in the marine field not to ground e'thcr conductor, 
this makes a particularly easy task of getting useful brute 
force transfer of the ril radio carrier to other po.nts on the 
ship. Due again to considerations of ship safety, 
unquestionably the power would probably not be perinittcd to 
exceed 5 Watts which I think is quite adequate. In fact, 1 
Watt miaht serve. However, some sh3ps, 1 am certain, e,.oc16 
require that the package that would be uta lized to acco-_- ,12s 
this purpose as well as the sensor package itself, if it as 
electrically powered from the ship's system, be qualife2 as 
anl accepted piece of hardware, again by the appropriate Coasu 
Guard group. To continue, suitab]e rece-ver oulca I'f, .. nn 
be required to be coupled to the power circuit at the location 
of the data processing unit. This basic system is by no :-cans 
new, it has been used for at least 40 years by electric -Dower 
companies for cormnunications over power tran.sans sion circu.Crs 
and for even turning on and off load systems in the do:-asuic 
and industrial markets such as activating electric water 
heaters to absorb syster power rather than accept a loss of 
generating effeciency under light load conditions. io;;evcr, 
there are obvious flatws to this system, meaning that the F: 
conversion and demodulation all add to the potential -sstem 
drifts and to maintain a specified accuracy requires carefu! 
engineering, even though one uses au-omatic calibraui on 
references. Though tankers are perhaps the worst -ships, rost 
government vessels will, nevertheless, require consierat-ion 
of this type.
 
Page 3, Section 1.3 - (Top paragraph) - Since Figure 
1-1 is a "preliminary block diagram", one should perhags be 
prepared £or changes being introduced that may or may not be 
easy to accomnodate. 
(Second paragraph) - The display of the environwental 
parameters may well be questioned as to what useful functon 
this really performs; for example, as far as conductivity is 
concerned, in routine use what ship's officer or person who is 
likely to be on the ship will be in a posit.ion to do anything 
about this parameter. I think the whole busines;c of 
displaying the measured parameters needs to be examined as to 
what benefits, if any, may be expected to accrue in an 
essentially automatic system. Some parameters I certainly can 
see, such as wind velocity, direction, etc. may well be of 
use, but in any case these do need to be examined. 
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(Third paragraph) - Reference is made here to the 
installation of the engineering system on a NO9AA ship. This 
is both good and bad. In the first plhce, it will have a 
highly critical group observing and troubles may well be 
reported which are very minor as far as the overall function 
is concerned, but can result in request to the manufacturer 
for invediate repair. Then, too, all NOAA ships are riot 
necessarily easily accessible because they do range far and 
wide.
 
Also in this same paragraph it says that its 
performance will be evaluated which means there shouJ d be 
available for the manufacturer some idea of how the evaluati on 
or rating, etc. is to be carried out. Certainly, there wi ll 
be some ranking attached to various facets of the system and 
certainly the manufacturer should know w;hat this will be. 
It also refers to the fact that SEAS-I will servo to 
experivrent with various sensor locations. I can see thau tfls 
will have considerable problems because the quastion will co.ie 
up as to who moves the sensors about. They may be daracad by; 
personnel not responsible to the manufactlurer and the questi on 
then is, who pays for the repair. 
4, Section 2, D. - The reference to tne tir sr
 
requires considerable engineering and developnent, as far as i 
can see, because of the necessity to perfora decoc-ng cava 
from the GOES transmission. Certainly a significanu number of
 
man hoears, engineering and fabrication would go into this item 
alone.
 
Page 5, Section 2, E. - the requirement of display on 
the bridge, regardless of location of the CKU, could be 
complicated. A small political question perhaps comes up as 
to whether the people having the approval of the location 
would accept the CTU on the bridge, which is usually a 
somewhat congested place. One might find it necessary to 
provide two display units. 
Page 5, Section 2, F. - This section has somewhat of a 
booby trap in it, unless one Irovides for an automatic
 
override of the alerting signal if it is turned off and not 
reset. This could cause many missed transmissions of 
essential data.
 
Page 5, Section 2.], A. - This seems to be a rather 
unfortunately worded section in that it says, "These sensors 
shall be designed for mounting on the super-structure of the 
ship". Certainly, I do not believe that one would want to 
mount the wind speed or direction equipment at such a level 
and even air temperature may present some problems. 
Paqe 5, Section 2.1, B. - The options here are 
particularly sticky since almost certainly, as we dascussed, 
the output of the government furnished units will have to be 
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modified to minimize electromagnetic interference prob]ems. 
This whole paragraph seems to me that the supplior or offeror 
is going to have to do a great deal of engineering on a whole 
variety of things that may not be elected. 
P fe 7, Section 2.1, D.5. - The provision here for 
call-up of display by switches as mentioned, seems to me 
potentially troublesome because the engineering will have to 
take into consideration that the operator will have to 
remember or re-sot all switches when performing data exntrics 
or other operations so the amount of override and what happens 
when switches are turned needs to be spccially considered. 
Also I believe rhere is nothing clear, at Ieast as I have secn 
it, that says how much data must be displayed s-tultancousIy
rather than, perhaps, sequentially. This would seem to have a 
very large bearing on both the cost and design of the display 
system. 
Page 7, Section 2.2 - I agree with you very much that 
the consuraints specified by the standard 19" floor standIng 
rack, etc. are rather crude and would, on the face of it, 
preclude a small box, desk top mounting, or bulkhead mounting. 
This seems to d-ctate that it must be a floor standing rack. 
Page 8, Section 2.2, C. - One certainly needs some 
input data here that can be considered reasonably relatced to 
the parameters in terms of magnitude, time, or frequency, etc. 
Page 8, Section 2.2, D. - This is a very real hazard 
which we have encc-.ntered because hinged access doors full 
length on a 60" rack and a heavy seaway can be very dangerous 
and, should they be used, adequate firm latching arrangew0ents 
nust be provided. 
- Page 8, Section.2.2, E. - This snacks very much to me 
of heavy duty military type equipment and I don't beliee .is 
the kind of thing either of us were considering. 
Page 8, ,Section 2.2, G. - This is particularly
troublesome because no number or specification is attached to 
what is considered "quiet". There are no acoustic specs and 
this certainly needs to have real numbers. Personally I trust 
that a blower would not be necessary. 
Page 8, Section 2.2, 11. - Both G. and II., I feel are 
particularly unsatisfactory because the basic design assumes 
that air is going to be blown through all of the electronac 
equipment. Since 99% relative humidity is envisioned with 
relatively high temperatures and, though they do not say so, 
salt air is going to be blown through the 'cjnupment, I fee)
this is archaic in terms of design and curtaanly require!s very 
expensive encapsulat3 on, etc. and spoc2 al treaLmont , of. 
course, of plugs, terminals, etc. to avoid corrosion. 
Page 8, Section 2.2, I. - Connectors for external u.e 
10 Or for interconnecting units on cables are simply invitations 
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for trouble. This again reflects rather primitive design 
ideas. 
kind 
not, 
Page 8, 
of boiler 
depending 
Section 2.3 - I think this is 
plate that can be made rather 
upon the whim, perhaps" of the 
essentially 
constraining 
government. 
a 
or 
Page 8, Section 2.3.1 - This sections appears to me to 
be most indicative of the failure of the RFP writ or to really 
understand :nat is going on. I understand that they wash to 
protect therselvas against poor workmanship, etc. but I think 
the guarantee against failure essentially for a periocu of one 
year after acceptance is simply unrealistic and reflects 
substantial unfamiliarity with the general problems involv(d3. 
(SeeAttached reference). This is essentially saying that 
there shall be a zero failure rate for one year. 'itlh an 
engineering model that must be built within a 6--month period 
from cowponants or subassemblies for which even the 
manufacturer probably has only the vaguest idea of their 
reliability in terms of failure rate as a function of ti-le, 
this poses an almost impossible zask. This is doubly true 
because many of the subassemblies or components which we 
discussed are too new to possibly acquire suitable faalare 
rate or Ur3F (.Mean Time Between Failure) wizhin the alloted 
time period. Certainly all of this takes great liberty .ith 
the laws of probability. I would feel that one could not 
honestly or conscientiously deliver a piece of equip.ownt 
guaranteed for a zero failure raze for a year under tne short
 
time frame or, for that mater, dollars available. Here 
again, a significant redoing of the guarantcf should be done 
and perhaps, if zhey wish to enforce the G-month period, it 
would be well to sinply accept failure if it occurs, but then 
an independent analysis of the failure by the proper engineer 
should not conclude that the failure was caused by faulty 
engineering on the part of the supplier. This, of course, is 
a difficult area for specifics, but I think it needs to be 
developed. As I mentioned earlier, if this kind if equipment 
is installed on a NOAA ship, there will be all kinds of 
demands thaz scmathing is not functioning properly and, having 
been through this, often these are under the category of
"cockpit proienis" and the manufacturer will find that a great 
deal of engineer's travel time is involved simply pointing out 
to people that they were, themselves, making the mistakes. 
The relationship on Paqe 9 of this same section in which a t a s 
stated that the repair must- be completed within 30 days after 
notification by the government of the defect could be a real 
hassle. Perhaps the ship is not in port or, if it does get 
into port shortly thereafter, and should it be necessary to 
return the failed part or parts to the manufacturLng plant, 
this can oat up a great deal of time. This 30-day business, 
think, needs to be straightened out. 
Pagqe 10, Section 2.5 - We covered some of this over 
the telephone, but some of it we can go over again. Perhaps
the sea water temperature accuracy (RNSE) of 0.1 0 C causes 
considerable question. If I remember correctly, several years 
1 
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with Paul WolfIf', assistance) that
 ago I found out (prhaps 

the atmospheric models which were utiliz tng the sea surface
 
temperature simply were not bensitive to the O.1 C and would 
be perfectly happy with even an accuracy as large as 11C. I 
think it was none other thaL 1r. J. P. Tulley of Vancouver who 
said quite a long while ago when this problem was bcing
discussed that, "The sea doesn't know its own temperature this 
accurately". What he was referring to, of course, is that 
there are large gradients on the surface and that any 
realistic values represent in genera) an area integration or 
average and certainly, as far as the projectcd satellite 
"footprints", these will amount to diametors of several. 
nautical miles. Certainly, to ask for one tonth of a degree 
accuracy when one degree will actually suff: ce, certal:nly in 
an engineering test unit of this type, is unreasonable. It 
drives up the cost very significantly. This, of courqe,
becomes quite obvious when one considers That this spec, over 
the operating range, means the resolution and accuracy rust be 
one part in 450. Then, too, this neglects the philosophcal
question of how one can have a system of this type with an )R4SE accuracy the same as the sensitivity. 
As far as wind speed is concerned, this again poses an 
interesting problem because both the accuracy and the 
sensitivity arc identical and twice the magnitude of the 
reporting resolution. The 120 knot magnitude tends to pretty 
well ellminate some sensors and one of the best sensors .,'i.ch
I am aware of is the J-Tech vortex shedding unit which, as we 
discussed, if mounted on a mast or a base that is subject to 
much vibtation may generate rather peculiar outputs. Since no 
specification is given in all of this for the ampli ude and 
frequencies of anticipated vibrations, such as the top of a 
ship's mast, for sensors that might be mounted there, I think 
there are some real questions at this point. Certainly the 
specifications are inconsistent as far as wind speed is 
concerned with the definitions containod on the page. I must 
confess that at the moment I do not know if the JTech Vortex 
Shedding Unit undergoes significant degradation in a rain 
storm. 
Page 13, Section 2.7 - Certainly this paragraph implies
that all oi the sensors will be connected with a hard wire 
system and this may 'or may not be practical as developed in 
earlier paragraphs. 
Pa~e .14, Section 2.8 - A point occurs to me here xith 
respect to potential outages as long as 30 seconds. Since the 
clock is conti.ollod basically by the signal from the GO);S 
satellite, what are the relationships here to getting the 
system up and running again. 
Paa' 14, Secm on 2.9 - Ce)italnI y it seems the 
documentation is very cxtcnsnive and a considerable number of 
mall hours would be required to prepare the non-software 
port ion of the manuals and I would certainly think that your 
department in the software area is also very demanding. 
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Page 15, Section 2.11 - The spare parts request hero I 
think must be looked at also in light of Section of 2.3.1 
relating to the guarantee because, if the whole thing is 
presumed to be on the basis of a zero failurc rate for a year 
period, why any spare parts? Furthermore, it imp] Los here 
that the government will pay for the spare part,. Th-is -is in 
contradiction to the contractor having to pay for repairs of a 
failed part.
 
Page 15, Section 2.12 - A question here, of course, is: 
if this training period to begin after the 6-month period when 
the equipment is delivered or must this be absorbed within the 
6-month period? If it is within the 6-month perinno the 
contractor certainly could not count on having access frecly 
to the equipment.
 
Page 37, Section 4. - In the top paragraph, nex.t to the 
last line is "support of the SEAS-! installation". Though it 
implies that the government employees xill carry out the 
actual installation, I think the word "support" is capable of 
rather broad interpretation and this could imoply a very 
significant amount of man power and effort on the part of the
 
contractor under some conditions. Therefore, I think this
 
needs to be clarified.
 
The next paragraph on this page, by the 'day, is an 
addition to your total dollars to play with because here it is 
asking that the man hours and the engneering for the 
installation come within the basic contract! This whole area 
of installation and field support is a delicate one because I 
am certainly familiar, and I am sure you are, with equp: nt 
that has been damaged or rendered inoperable because of action 
on the part of the installing personnel. Some kind of 
insurance here somehow needs to be worked into this. 
Pages 17 and 18 - I don't detect quickly any 
specification that dictates how the equipment is to be 
shipped. I am partial to air freight in things of this sort, 
or at least an air shipment, but I am not sure that this is 
acceptable to the government.
 
So much for the comments, let me know if I can assist 
further. 
With best regards,
 
I AleM.Sndgras s 
Senior Technical Director POOW m 
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An acquisitlon system for - ccrtznl- F
ships--of-oppo"tn .'iy s 

needed proddct, Reliable and regular \ c.zl-er deta frot the cc-:­
has lone L iajoc hole if ... Cata cclictmcr,. A" 7'r-_
u:.L. 
Gum]-' Go', -a I x tas-wsnt (PCG' -oxL gu " , the ncc- in urincy -V: 
scorc.
 
With the carre.t s ratof--tr..-a c- ..._ z 

tio t. it-car-o at V'to -­Ca-IC'arce-scale (bS"), 
tun; Ly et-x-or stat3on of r-asoneb l S- W-ZJ -" I - , ­
pow2er COnS zil' and 1;Xni.fl opc'rator slit'-',-' n 2-::C' fc -.
 
Prob3c,-,s x. ,,ave p]agucd snphoard - _iazions fo'-c.
 
no sc). -. ij. , as as Cleari' demon,-iYatco t th svnpn?.al OCT
 
systcms dc ]oozd fey the G-RP A nti.. To;.. K-_
 
Auhomnltc - po. ing has been nd-a.;tac , tc ...
 
This exoricnc:, combined withLL tec to]o-/ -- ... es' o.a 

nhCro- t~ocessot technolog) , openi' the &oy to a vf3 'w2 '."n-.-' ­
inexpfns'\,c sh p--of-oaportunity -a , , , <-

My ont.o"_-s:sn died rather rapid] , hl; 't or,*.as T got
 
Statcmen of \Vork and discovered that doJ \ va' C:pctC( WI
Cry h
 
six months This tmploq an off-tho-shc,] f in oduct. Even I n t '
 
tight, allowing very little lead time for cC.4Cpolcnt or .,Ub5 lein
Sr 
procuroment. The dismay comas not from th'e imp]acat on to pn'ou,-0 an 
off-the-shelf SEAS-I system; rathcr, in my convctiLoin tht th re 1i' t 
any off-the-shelf product that wil meet the rcqui rQineiLs. The do t a 
acquisition systems built for the NOA Dota Buoy Office Limited Capa­
bility Buoys are the closest I know to satisfying the requreiments. 
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They are designed, however, to operate in an electrical environment
 
that is relatively quiet. When sensors are remoted in a ship-of­
opportunity environment which has a high level of electrical and 
radio frequency interference (RFI) they will not work. 
Time can be roughly related to dollars. Based on my experience, 
six months would roughly translate to $50,000 or $75,000. This 
amount w:ould be adequate to buy an off-the-shelf system and some 
support services. 
It would not be adequate to buy the programming necessary to 
implement automatic transmission of calibrated and error-free data. 
It certainly would not be adequate to develop a system using statc­
of-the-art technology. Considering the number of units that vi) 1 be 
eventually deployed, a development using latest technology is the 
proper way to go.
 
Further reading of the Statement of Work makes one question
 
whether or not adequate attention has been given to unique shipbcard 
problems. No mention has been made of the extremely high Po exmstcnz 
on ships. This problem is particularly troublesome with rerotel,­
located sensors producing low-level signals which must be tranqrTzted 
significant distances to the collecting equipment. In manual sysrems,
 
this problem was adequately attacked with cable shielding, sirce the 
analog readout instrument generally had a long time constant. Koise 
transients which came through would be detected by the trained hu'-san 
reading the instrument and either mentally discarded or visually 
integrated. Past techniques of instrument shielding are not adecqate 
in automatic digital systems. It takes very sophisticated programming 
to do what tie human does in an analog system. This problem .,as 
solved in GATE by placing analog-to-digital conversion equipment
 
within a few feet of the sensor, returning a pulse coded and frequency 
modulated signal to the collecting equipment. RF! was completely
 
eliminated except from the sea-surface temperature sensor, which had 
30 feet of wire between the sensor and the A/D converter. 
A second technical area disturbing to me is that related to 
the sea-surface temperature and conductivity measurements. Specially 
designed research ships obtain these measurements by bringing water 
in through a special bow opening to a sea chest where the sensors are 
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placed. During GATE an attempt was made to measure sea-surface 
temperature from an overboard sensor away from the influence of 
the ship. Even in a stationary on-station ship this became a very 
difficult problem to solve. In truth, it was never satisfactorily 
solved. Obtaining sea-surface temperature and conductivity meas­
urements from a moving ship-of-opportunity is neither straightforward 
nor a simple problem to solve. Delivery of hardware embodying a 
satisfactory solution in six months seems some%.hat ludicrous. 
Lastly, I an not sure the Statement of bork adequately antic­
ipates the computer programming required. Before true winds can be. 
calculated, individual samples must be averaged xwhicb implies a con­
version fron wind speed direction to w.nd ,ectors. Prior to this 
conversion, the raw digital data must be converted to scLentiije 
units and scaled. Editing should be performed on data elements to 
remove bad data prior to averaging. A continuous check on ansh'- cnt 
calibraton should be made, requiring additlonal calculat)on. Thins 
kind of processing must be done for each instrument. In addation, 
the re-conversion of paraeeters from a form convenient for co-pa!tation 
into a format for transmission must be made. Transmission control, 
display and manual input programs are required as .s the cexelor-ent 
of a real-ime executive program. Programnng, debugging and 'program 
checkout is much more than a six-month job. T do the same job for 
the GATE systems, albeit for a larger suite of instruments, required 
four times that amount of time and approximately $200K. 
I believe an ideal solution for SEAS--I would be a distribav-ed 
processing approach using small four-bit mi cro-computers at the 
sensor interfaces, in the manual keyboard Input and display, and at 
the Data Collection Platform Radio Set (DCPRS). Portions of the 
processing would be done at each of these points. Interconnect cabli.ng 
would reduce to twisted pairs for signal transmission. The noise 
problem would be solved; packaging could be small, conveii ent and 
amenable to conductive cool.ng. 
A design study addressing the application of state-of-the-art 
technology would seem to be a more appropriaLe allocatLon of limited 
funds at this time. One can learn from GATE Instrumentation e:'perjeonce 
(which learned from BOMEX) as well as data buoy experience. New tech­
nology can be incorporated prior to equipment procurement. This would 
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the long run.certainly be a Jess costly approach in 
If a test bed for sensor development is desired, NOAA could 
use one of the GATE systems. It is much better suited to th3s 
purpose as it has recording capabilities in additaon to a wealth 
the DCPRS to the system,of test instrumentation. By interfacing 
real-time collection of data and transmission to the satellito on 
be tested. A hardware interface and a a three-hourly basis can 
sma)l amount of programming would be required. The softvareba,;ic 
can run in rea]-time, though this mode sa' only limited use in GATE. 
In light of the above considerations, I recommend ODST no-bid 
the RFP for SEAS-i.
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